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1. What is ROHM AC/DC Designer?

Outline
The online tool “ROHM AC/DC Designer” is an assistant tool which outputs circuit designs using Rohm’s ACDC power source. It can output Reference circuits, Component lists, Trans designs easily by matching the conditions the user entered.

1.2 Language Used
Basically, English is the language used in ROHM AC/DC Designer.

1.3 Products

| BM2P091F | BM2P092F | BM2P093F | BM2P094F | BM2P051F | BM2P052F |
| BM2P053F | BM2P054F | BM2P091 | BM2P092 | BM2P093 | BM2P094 |
| BM2P051 | BM2P052 | BM2P053 | BM2P054 | BM2P031 | BM2P032 |
| BM2P033 | BM2P034 | BM2P011 | BM2P012 | BM2P013 | BM2P014 |
| BM1P101FJ | BM1P102FJ | BM1P061FJ | BM1P062FJ |

1.4 Precautions
We have implemented an account register system for the ROHM AC/DC Designer. After a month of usage, there will be a requirement for an account registration. If the registration is not completed, the ROHM AC/DC Designer will not operate.

In order to operate ROHM AC/DC Designer, the environment written below will be needed.

- Microsoft Silverlight
- Adobe Reader (a software to open PDF files)

This tool works best with the following browsers: Firefox; Internet Explorer 11.

Please Read the Exemption clause before using the ROHM AC/DC Designer.
The specification of the ROHM AC/DC Designer may change without any notice.

1.5 Contact
https://www.rohm.com/web/global/contactus
2. How to Access

① There is a ROHM AC/DC Designer search tool created on HOME/Power source IC page. Click the search button after the parameter column is entered (Vin min/max, Vout, Iout).
② It will search for the ICs which correspond to the conditions set at ①. By clicking the check box at the function column, it will narrow down the ICs further. Select the IC which best corresponds to the user’s selected conditions and then click the D button next to the model name.

③ A pop-up will appear, with the numbers entered in the parameter column, and when the Design button is clicked, the tool will activate.
3. How to Use

3.1 Activating ROHM AC/DC Designer
ROHM AC/DC Designer
When the Design button is clicked, the browser will start up, and will move on to “Calculation Running” screen.

3.2 The initial page for output
When the calculation is finished, the Reference circuit will appear.

3.3 Switching between pages
The pages will switch, when the Tab button is clicked.
3.4 Recalculation
In “Design Result”, detailed conditions can be changed. The changed numbers will be shown in blue. By clicking the “Calculate” button after the changes, it will recalculate. Regarding the 4 items; Input Voltage (Min/Max), Output Voltage, Output Current, there is no need to move to the “Design Result”, for it could be changed from the Specifications at the top of the page.

3.5 Design Failure
A design failure may occur depending on the value entered. In that case, it will move on to “Design Result”, and “Design Failure” will be indicated. Recalculate by changing the conditions.
3.6 Reset
When the Reset button is clicked, the conditions will reset to when the ROHM AC/DC Designer was first activated.

3.7 Download the material for the designing
When "Download Design" is clicked, it will move on to creating a PDF file of the output results. When it finishes creating the PDF file, a PDF name will be shown, and by clicking the Download button the PDF file could be downloaded.
4. Troubleshooting

When an error occurs during the operation of the ROHM AC/DC Designer, an error page will be shown. By clicking the “Confirmation” button, the error page will close.

Error page

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Error Message</th>
<th>Method of dealing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>The channel for the simulation doesn’t remain.</td>
<td>The access number to the ROHM DC/DC Designer has exceeded the limit. Please access again after giving it a little while.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>Session close. (Timeout happened between server PC.)</td>
<td>This is a condition when there was no action operated for a fixed time. Please reload the browser, or attempt to access the page again.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERROR</td>
<td>URL is incorrect</td>
<td>The Login information was not effective, and the URL is incorrect. Please Login again.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warning</td>
<td>Setting has been changed. Please run the simulation.</td>
<td>This occurs when performing “Download Design” instead of “Simulate” after changing the value. Please perform “Simulate”.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Exemption Clause

Please read the exemption clause before using the ROHM DC/DC Designer. The exemption clause can be seen by clicking the URL below.


6. Supplementary Note

■ When using the proxy search engine, please enable the web browser setting to HTTP1.1.
When using Windows Internet Explorer, please enable all HTTP1.1, from Menu Bar>Tools>Internet Option>Advanced Settings.
Disclaimer

1. ROHM’s site terms and conditions of use on our website shall apply to you and your utilization of this technical information.

2. This technical information attempt to support users who develop products and/or components incorporating ROHM’s products, but any information contained in technical information, including, but not limited to, reference circuit, simulation result and bill of materials is solely for the purpose of reference, not for the purpose of exemplification or recommendation.

ROHM does not warrant that any Information will meet your input-output specifications, will be suitable for your application, or will operate as shown in the simulation in a real equipment used for particular purposes.

ROHM ASSUMES NO LIABILITY FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER ARISING OUT OF THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS DOCUMENT.

You are solely responsible for all respects of design, development and production for your own products, including but not limited to: designing a final products or components; verifying and testing such final products or components under actual operating conditions and applicable circumstances; determining the appropriateness of the use of Information in such final products or components; evaluating and determining the applicability of any Information.

3. This technical Information is provided for use AS-IS basis.

ROHM SHALL NOT, EXPRESSLY OR IMPLIEDLY, MAKE ANY WARRANTY OF ANY KIND INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OF AVAILABILITY, FUNCTIONALITY, CORRECTNESS, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

4. This technical information is made using public information and specifications, the Information may not be current at the time of downloading.

ROHM does not warrant the nowness, accuracy and completeness of the Information.

5. All Information is for reference only. ROHM does not warrant that the Information will not infringe any intellectual property rights or any other rights of any third party.

ROHM SHALL NOT BE IN ANY WAY RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE FOR INFRINGEMENT OF ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS OR OTHER DAMAGES ARISING FROM USE OF SUCH INFORMATION.

No license, expressly or implied, is granted hereby under any intellectual property rights or other rights of ROHM or any third parties with respect to the Information.

6. Except for specific applications as expressly stated in ROHM’s data sheet, ROHM’s products described in this technical information is designed and manufactured for application in ordinary electronic equipment (such as AV equipment, OA equipment, telecommunication equipment, home electronic appliances, amusement equipment, etc.).

If you intend to use ROHM’s products in devices requiring extremely high reliability (such as medical equipment\(^\text{[Note 1]}\), transport equipment, traffic equipment, aircraft/spacecraft, nuclear power controllers, fuel controllers, car equipment including car accessories, safety devices, etc.) and whose malfunction or failure may cause loss of human life, bodily injury or serious damage to property (“Specific Applications”), please consult with ROHM sales representative in advance.

UNLESS OTHERWISE AGREED IN WRITING BY ROHM IN ADVANCE, ROHM SHALL NOT BE IN ANY WAY RESPONSIBLE OR LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, EXPENSES OR LOSSES INCURRED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES ARISING FROM THE USE OF ANY ROHM’S PRODUCTS OR INFORMATION FOR SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS.

(\textbf{Note1}) Medical Equipment Classification of the Specific Applications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JAPAN</th>
<th>USA</th>
<th>EU</th>
<th>CHINA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLASS III</td>
<td>CLASS III</td>
<td>CLASS II b</td>
<td>CLASS III</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS IV</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Any system embedding electronic devices can fail or malfunction at a certain rate.

Please be sure to implement, at your own responsibilities, adequate safety measures including but not limited to fail-safe design against the physical injury, damage to any property, to or for your products, components and applications.

8. In no event shall you use in any way whatsoever the products described in this technical information and the information for any military purposes, including but not limited to, the development of mass-destruction weapons.

9. ROHM reserves the right to modify, improve or otherwise change its products and/or Information in this technical information, or to cease or terminate this web simulation services without prior written notice.

Before purchasing or using ROHM’s products, you must refer to and comply with the latest version of all related technical information for products.